Hatching
There are various types of hatching that you can use with coloured pencils.
Parallel or cross-hatching: it’s important to use rapid, even strokes for this.
It’s also possible to use circular hatching, which is when you fill an area with evenly-drawn curved lines.
With shading you lie the pencil flat on the paper to achieve a very even distribution of colour. You can achieve
lovely soft transitions between light and dark areas by varying the pressure you use.

Colour gradients
Colour gradients make your artwork more interesting and vibrant. Colours that are adjacent to each other in the
rainbow are good to use for gradients. They merge into each other almost automatically – for instance red –
orange – yellow or indigo – blue – green.
Of course you can also play with gradients that transition within a single colour, from light to dark. This creates
an extra three-dimensional light and shadow effect.

Interesting colour combinations
It can be exciting to combine colours from different colour families or that are a long way apart in the
spectrum, for instance dark green – pink and orange - brown – green. Grey tends to be used least often in
colouring, because it has no pigment and hence doesn’t seem particularly interesting. But if you combine it
with a strong colour such as red, it produces an absolutely beautiful result. You can combine yellow with pretty
much every other colour, because it makes them all brighter.

Monochrome or brightly coloured?
The term “monochrome” comes from the Greek monos = “single” and chroma = “colour”. Monochrome
drawings often use lighter and darker shades of a single colour. The extremely bright opposite of this would be
a drawing in contrasting complementary colours like red and green or blue and orange, for instance. When
you’re colouring, it’s obviously not quite as much fun only to move between gradations of a single colour. But
used selectively as a stylistic technique, smaller monochrome sections can create definition, and really bring the
coloured areas of a drawing into their own.

Choosing your pencils
If you do a lot of drawing or colouring you will of course know that not all coloured pencils are the same. The
results you get depend on the pencils you choose. With some pencils you get a lush application of colour that
lets the colour shine, e.g. the STAEDTLER ergosoft. Others have a more pastel effect, e.g. the STAEDTLER Noris
colour. It’s helpful to study the design closely and think in advance about what look you want to achieve. If
you’re using new pencils it can also be useful to experiment with the colours on a separate sheet in order to
avoid unwelcome surprises.

Fantastic variety of COLOURED PENCILS

Noris® colour 185
Especially comfortable to hold and gives
beautifully bright pastel effects for large areas.
• Ergonomic soft surface means you’re
always in control
• High break-resistance and less need for
sharpening thanks to its WOPEX
material
• Individual pencils available in up to 24
colours

Noris Club® 144
Our classic coloured pencil is always along the
right lines: its lead sharpens beautifully,
allowing you to colour in even the smallest
details with the greatest of precision.
• High break-resistance due to its white
protective coating
• Precise drawing point for even greater
detail
• Individual pencils available in up to 24
brilliant colours

karat® aquarell 125
This will make your pictures pop! Offers a huge
range of 60 different colours. Its watercolour
lead means you can use it either dry or blended
with water to give your artwork real impact..
• Soft watercolour lead for rich colours
• Individual pencils available in up to 60
brilliant colours
• Colour numbers shown on shaft

ergosoft® 157
Into really vibrant colours and want to make
your artwork stand out? Then Johanna Basford‘s
favourite is just the colouring pencil you need!
• Ergonomic triangular shape and nonslip surface
• Individual pencils available in up to 24
brilliant colours
• Colour numbers shown on shaft

Even colour application
Fibre-tip pens contain liquid ink that is dispensed onto the paper. The word liquid is important here, because
this is where the difficulty generally lies when you are using fibre-tip pens for colouring. The liquid ink can make
the paper so damp as to damage its structure, and that’s when the typical spots can occur. Anyone trying to fill
an area with spidery or uneven strokes, or even curves will inevitably encounter this problem. Hence it’s better
to work with uniform strokes, placing light zigzags or parallel lines close together. Cross-hatching can also
work, although it does involve going over the same points at least twice. Ideally this should be avoided in order
to protect the paper.
If you use parallel lines and follow the shape of the area you’re colouring, you should be able to create an even
and what’s more an interesting picture.

Transitions between colours
Fibre-tip pens are not the best for creating even transitions between colours. But that doesn’t mean you always
have to cover areas with a single colour – it’s worth having a go at transitioning from one colour to another. It
can work well to use light strokes to fade out one colour and light strokes to fade into another colour.
You can also create an attractive transition between colour areas using lots of tiny dots – like pointillism.

Keep it simpel!
Even if you can conjure up transitions between colours using fibre-tips, they tend to be more suitable for
colouring in larger-scale, eye-catching areas. So a good rule is to keep things simple and let the colours do the
talking. Some shades work better together (or next to each other) than others. If you keep using harmonious
colour combinations, you’ll keep on producing beautiful results!

Full colours with our FIBRE-TIP PENS

triplus® color 323
Prefer a slightly heavier line? With triplus color
fibre-tip pens you can transform large areas into
colourful highlights in the twinkling of an eye.
32 rich colours mean you will never get bored.
• 1.0 mm broad and stable tip
• No bleeding through to other pages in
almost any colouring book
• Available in up to 32 brilliant colours

Beautiful colouring with a fine tip
Every pen has its own particular characteristics and also its challenges. The STAEDTLER triplus fineliner has a
fine tip that produces the ideal line for filigree work in small areas. But what can it do in larger areas? Even,
parallel strokes are the first thing to try, to avoid making areas seem choppy and chaotic.
If you go over the same area several times with a fineliner, you will achieve a darker tone that works well.
Though you should wait until the previous layer has dried before applying the next, otherwise (as with fibretips) you’ll risk destroying the structure of the paper.

Colour gradients
In the same way as with fibre-tip pens, fineliners cannot produce the completely homogenous transition from
one colour to another that you can achieve with coloured pencils. However, you can incorporate one or more
changes of colour within larger areas by using thinner strokes to move from one colour to the next.

Highly colourful contrasts
The triplus fineliner colour spectrum is wide and vibrant – and you should use this to full advantage when
colouring. To achieve a highly colourful result you can work amongst other things with contrasting
complementary colours. They sit on opposite sides of the colour wheel from each other and are the most
contrasting, i.e. yellow and violet, blue and orange, green and red. Last but not least you can take inspiration
from the colour spectrum to obtain a colourful result.

Relax and colour to music
Fineliner tips are very thin and colouring with then can take a little longer. But you shouldn’t see this in any way
as a negative. Quite the opposite: why not turn colouring with fineliners into a meditative exercise? Put on your
favourite music. Then connect with your inner self as you trace the colours and lines, forget the hurly-burly of
life and relax completely.

Maximum precision with our FINELINERS

triplus® fineliner 334
Straight and true. Love detail and really into
colours? Then get hold of our Fineliners!
Thanks to their superfine tip (0.3mm) and the
42 colours they come in (!!) you’ll be able to
place all your lines exactly where you want
them.
• Triangular shape for relaxed and easy
drawing
• No bleeding through to other pages in
almost any colouring book
• Individual pens available in up to 42
brilliant colours

Combining coloured and graphite pencils
When you’re colouring you often choose a technique or a pencil that you want to use for the whole picture.
Perhaps for convenience, because it’s easier to stick to one technique. But if you’re looking for a bit of a
challenge or just a change, there’s always the option of completing the design with different pencils. The first
and most obvious approach would be to combine coloured pencils with graphite pencils, because these are
similar to handle and have a comparable stroke style. But it does take a little planning to decide where to use
monochrome, i.e. grey, and where to use colours. Tip: choose one type of pencil as the dominant one, and use
the other as a kind of effect.

Drawing with graphite pencils
Graphite pencils offer many different modes of expression and options for creating a design. Pencils with softer
leads (B, 2B, 4B etc.) can generate a wider range of greys and are therefore particularly good for shading and
hatching. Hatching works the same way as for coloured pencils. However, working with greys can often
produce an impression of light and shade, and you should keep that in mind when using graphite pencils.

Light and shade
Graphite pencils allow you to modulate areas very easily, and so light and shade effects should be used
selectively. To apply this technique correctly, imagine a light source in the picture and then think about where it
throws light and about which areas will have to be in shadow, for instance because they are behind other
areas.

Image composition
If you are combining coloured and graphite pencils you should consider in advance how to balance the two
techniques in your picture. If you want the picture to be mostly in colour, with graphite elements simply used
for emphasis or to support your overall effect, you should plan which techniques to use in which areas when
composing your image so as to produce the most striking effect. Look carefully at your design and try to
imagine, for instance, which parts of it will be effective done in grey. There are no rules for this – go with your
instincts and you’ll be spot on!

What sorts of contrasts are there?
Here we show three examples of types of contrast that are relevant for colouring: colour contrasts, or
contrasting shades. This occurs when two colours in their pure form are set adjacent to each other. Cold-warm
contrasts arise from the way we react to particular colours. Thus red-orange colours are perceived as the
warmest, and blue-green as the coldest. You can use this perception of colour to create interesting effects in
your picture. To produce a highly colourful image, you can work amongst other things with contrasting
complementary colours. They sit on opposite sides of the colour wheel from each other and are the most
contrasting, i.e. yellow and violet, blue and orange, green and red.

Use of contrasts and their effects
When you’re colouring in a template, the most important thing is that it should help you relax. So you shouldn’t
be wasting too much energy trying to achieve perfection. Use contrasts and other design techniques without
over-thinking or over-planning it. The bright effect of a colour contrast will perhaps be at the centre of your
picture. If you then play selectively with warm-cold contrasts occasionally it will give your picture that certain
something.

Colouring on watercolour paper
Most colouring designs are printed on paper that is suitable for the majority of colouring techniques (coloured
pencils, fineliners or fibre-tip pens). If you’re prepared to put in a bit more work and take on a special kind of
challenge, though, you’ll be rewarded with a very special picture. Trace a design or part of a design onto
watercolour paper using a 0.3 or 0.5 mm pigment liner. This is best done on a light table, which you can create
yourself using a sheet of glass and a lamp. If the design is too complex or extensive, just find a more interesting
section. The thicker the watercolour paper, the more difficult the tracing will be. But the result will be more
attractive, because the paper won’t crumple so much.

Watercolour pencils – karat aquarell
You’ll get a very special colouring experience with the STAEDTLER karat aquarell, a high-quality watercolour
pencil. Just colour in the areas you have traced, in the same way as you would with any other coloured pencil.
In larger areas you can transition easily between colours; but it’s better to keep small areas simple. When you
paint over your work with water afterwards, your “wash” will create fine gradations of colour. When adding
water, be careful to use high-quality brushes that are an appropriate size for the area you are colouring.
Leave individual areas to dry before you work on adjacent areas, otherwise all the colours will run into each
other.

Fibre-tip pens on watercolour paper
If you’re colouring in a design on watercolour paper using fibre-tips, you’ll notice that the colours are brighter
than on normal drawing paper and above all that they run into each other better. This means that it’s easier to
create beautiful transitions between colours. But you can also produce small transitions by placing drops of
water within larger areas using a thin brush. Lines of water also give a lovely result. Experiment a little on a
separate sheet before you use water on a finished design. In principle water effects work better in dark areas
than in light ones.

The right tools for Advanced Colouring

karat® aquarell 125
This will make your pictures pop! Offers a huge
range of 60 different colours. Its watercolour
lead means you can use it either dry or blended
with water to give your artwork real impact..
• Soft watercolour lead for rich colours
• Individual pencils available in up to 60
brilliant colours
• Colour numbers shown on shaft

pigment liner 308
Want to take your colouring to the next level
and design your own templates or mandalas?
We have just the thing for you! The pigment
liner lets you give your creativity free rein.
• Waterproof and lightfast
• Available in 12 line widths from 0.05 to
2.00 mm
• Erasable when used on specialised
drawing paper, no bleeding when
highlighted

Download now your free colouring
page here:
staedtler.com/colouringpage

